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Abstract

The popularization and conveniences of Internet have
changed traditional auction transactions into electronic
auction via Internet. In 2006, Chang and Chang pro-
posed an anonymous auction that enabled bidders to bid
in anonymous cases without any bonds. However, in the
initiation phase, the bidder is unable to be anonymous
as there is no mechanism to protect his (her) identity.
Therefore, the lawless person might take this chance to
do something illegal. Once the latter, who participates in
the auction activity, knows the bidder’s identity, he may
threaten the honest bidder to become the bid winner.
This situation may make bidders refuse to bid to avoid
damages. To solve the above mentioned matter, in this
paper, we propose an efficient anonymous auction pro-
tocol, to protect all bidders’ identities in both initiation
and auction phases with low levels of computation and
communication: only 27% and 50% of Chang and Chang
protocol, respectively. A problem in anonymous auction
protocol is that bidder A impersonates bidder B to par-
ticipate an auction. This may be harmful to bidder B. We
prove the proposed auction protocol is secure against this
attack as it is based on the Gap Diffie-Hellman (GDH)
assumption.
Keywords: Anonymous auction, deniable authentica-
tion, electronic auction, gap Diffie-Hellman assumption,
public-key cryptosystem

1 Introduction

In the past few years, the booming of Internet which
provides a new transaction environment for all bid-
ders, attracts more and more people to do electronic (e-
commerce), therefore, electronic auction becomes one of
the important items in e-commerce. Nowadays, auctions
that are familiar to many people are: ascending-price auc-
tion (English auction), descending-price auction (Dutch
auction), sealed-bid auction, and others. English auction
is public bidding where bids are broadcast to all partici-
pants. After the auctioneer sets up a floor price and the

limit of time and condition to win bids, each participant
might choose his (her) bid from a bid list. This bid price
must be higher than the current floor price. When a bid-
der reaches the auctioneer’s limit of time and condition,
the auctioneer will end the auction activity and announce
who is the winner and the final price he bid. Dutch auc-
tion and English auction are almost similar; the only dif-
ference between them is in Dutch auction the price will
be reduced from the highest until the first bidder makes
a bid. Different from both said auctions, sealed-bid auc-
tion can execute in a single-round of communication be-
tween the bidders and the auctioneers. All bidders only
can throw a sealed-bid list in one time. When a bidder
reaches the auctioneer’s limit of time and condition, the
auctioneer will end the auction activity and announce who
are the winner and the final price he bid.

In 2003, Chang and Chang proposed a simple and ef-
ficient anonymous auction protocol [3], the bidder can
negotiate via session key with the auctioneer, and makes
a bid under anonymous status. However, in the proto-
col, the negotiation of session key and check of identity
must be achieved by the initiation and authentication
phases (number of communication is 4), therefore it is not
very efficient. In order to improve communication cost,
in 2006, Chang and Chang proposed an efficient anony-
mous auction protocol [4] which is called C-C protocol
now. According to C-C protocol, the negotiation of ses-
sion key and authentication are integrated in the initiation
phase (number of communication is 3), so the efficiency
enhances greatly. However, in the initiation phase of C-C
protocol, there is no mechanism to protect the bidder’s
identity, obviously. After knowing the bidder’s identity, a
lawless person might threaten the honest bidder, because
the lawless person will try by all means to win the bid
at a lower price. In some countries, bidding without the
bidder’s name is required if the auctions are held by oppo-
sition party. In the cases stated above, any honest bidder
is unable to bid in security and equity situation. It could
make some bidders refuse the bid to avoid damages.

In this paper, we propose an anonymous auction pro-
tocol. In the initiation and auction phases of protocol, all
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bidders can bid under anonymous status with security. In
the initiation phase, with key distribution mechanism, the
bidder will generate a session key to encrypt his identity,
and the bidder will be provided a token (anonymous bid-
ding name) by the auctioneer. In the auction phase, this
token will be used in anonymous status; as a result all
bidders will be unidentified during their business transac-
tions. Also, the proposed protocol is more efficient than
C-C protocol in computational cost and communication
bandwidth; we’ll discuss it in Section 4.1.

The “non-interactive deniable authentication” proto-
col [7] inspired the design of our initiation phase. Com-
pared with the traditional authentication protocol, the
“deniable authentication” protocol [5] has two character-
istics different from the traditional authentication. First,
only the intended receivers can identity the true source
of a given message. Second, the receiver cannot prove
the source of the message to the third party. According
to the character of this protocol, if we assume that the
receiver is the auctioneer and the sender is the bidder in
an auction, after the bidder throws out the bid list, the
auctioneer can only identity the true bid list, and legiti-
macy of the price. But the auctioneer is unable to prove
the bidder’s true identity to other bidders; therefore, the
characteristics of “deniable authentication” protocol can
be applied to protect personal secrets of these bidders.
Therefore, a “deniable authentication” could protect the
privacy, rights and benefits of the bidder, reach a fair auc-
tion.

Electronic auction is always associated with money
matters, the bidder only feels secure during business
transaction if there is a guarantee of electronic auction
of protocol’s security. A malicious bidder A may imper-
sonate bidder B to join an auction. This is called imper-
sonation attack. Bidder B may suffer from this attack.
Therefore, we discuss more details about security of elec-
tronic auction protocol in Section 4. Theorem 1 proves
this protocol is secure against impersonation attack based
on Gap Diffie-Hellman (GDH) assumption, i.e. the GDH
problem has been solved efficiently. Namely, the security
is based on mathematical difficult problem. More details
are postponed to Section 4.2.

2 Review of C-C Protocol

2.1 C-C Protocol

In this protocol, there exist a certification authority (CA),
a just auctioneer P and m bidders Ui (1 ≤ i ≤ m). The
public system parameters include n and g, where n is a
large prime as in the Diffie-Hellman protocol and g ∈ Z∗n
with large prime order. A just auctioneer P’s secret-public
key pair is denoted by (SKP , PKP ). Similarly, bidder
Ui holds secret-public key pair (SKi, PKi) and is with
unique identity IDi. Let E2PK(m) denote an asymmet-
ric encryption algorithm, where PK (publicly published)
is the encryption key and m ∈ Zn is the message to be en-
crypted; S2SK(m) an asymmetric decryption algorithm,

where decryption key is SK (hold secretly) and m is a
ciphertext under decrypting. Note that some technical
literatures treat the result of S2SK(m) as a signature
on the message m. In addition to asymmetric encryp-
tion/decryption algorithms, C-C protocol requires sym-
metric encryption/decryption algorithms, E1K(m) and
D1K(m), where K is the secret session key. Let H(·) be
collision-resistant hash function, and T be a timestamp.
The symbol “‖” is the concatenate operator of strings.
In a practical implementation, the quantities n, g, SKP ,
PKP , SKi and PKi are numbers with bit length 1024 or
more. The asymmetric encryption/decryption algorithm
could be RSA cryptosystem [2, 10] and symmetric encryp-
tion/decryption algorithms AES cryptosystem [1].

Auction activity consists of two phase: Initiation and
auction phases as follows.

2.1.1 Initiation Phase

At first, Ui must discuss, verify its identity with P via
session key Ki in the initiation phase. Then P attributes
a token to Ui instead of identity; in the auction phase,
Ui shall make anonymous auction under this token. The
initiation phase is displayed in the following Figure 1:

1) Ui chooses a random number ai, and computes X =
ga mod n and X ′ = S2sk(X), then sends X, X ′, IDi

to P .

2) After P receives X, X ′, IDi, verifies X?
=E2PK(X ′);

if not equal, stop performing. On the contrary, P
chooses a random number b, and computes Y =
gb mod n, Y ′ = S2SKp(Y ), Ki = Xb = gaib mod n
and W = Elki(AIDi‖H(IDi‖X‖Y )); where AIDi is
the token attributed to Ui by the P . Sends Y, Y ′,W
to Ui.

3) After Ui receives Y, Y ′,W , verifies Y = E2PKp(Y ′);
if not equal, stop performing; otherwise, Ui

computes Ki = Y ai = gaib mod n and de-
crypts AIDi ‖H ′(IDi‖ X‖Y ) = SlKi(W ), Verifies
H ′(IDi‖X‖Y ) = H(IDi‖X‖Y ); if not equal, stop
performing; otherwise, continue to compute Z =
Elki(AIDi‖H(Y ‖Y ′‖W )) and sends (IDi, Z) to P .

4) After P receives (IDi, Z), decrypts AIDi ‖
H ′(Y ‖Y ′‖W ) = SlKi(Z) and verifies H ′(Y ‖Y ′‖W )
= H(Y ‖Y ′‖W ); if not equal, stop performing.

5) At this time, Ui and P have the same session key Ui

and P is the token of Ui.

2.2 Discussion

It is obvious that in the initiation phase, when the bidder
Ui sends the auctioneer P his (her) identity under plain-
text IDi in their communication, there is no mechanism
to protect bidder’s identity. Once a lawless person who
takes part in the auction activity, after knowing the bid-
der’s identity, might threaten the honest bidder, because
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Figure 1: C-C protocol - Initiation phase

the lawless person will try his (her) best to win the bid at
lower price. It could make some bidders to refuse the bid
to avoid damages. In such cases, honest bidder will not
dare to participate the auction activity under insecurity
and non-equity situation.

In order to facilitate later comparison, English auction
phase of C-C protocol is shown in Figure 2, whereas the
process of sealed-bid auction is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2: C-C protocol - English auction phase

3 Our Protocol

In order to sort out the problems induced by disclosure of
bidder’s identity mentioned at Section 2.2, we propose an
anonymous auction protocol that may hides the bidder’s
identity during communication with the auctioneer. In
the initiation phase, the bidder uses the session key Ki

and agrees mutual authentication with auctioneer, and
the latter computes a token Pi for the said bidder who
could use it in the auction phase. When the bidder com-
municates with the auctioneer, identities of other bidders
are protected and the matter of identity exposure is set-
tled. Our protocol comprises two phase: initiation and
auction phases, as follows.

3.1 Initiation Phase

Suppose the bidder Ui wants to join an auction. In the
initiation phase, the Ui generates a session key Ki to
encrypt its identity when communication with the auc-
tioneer P and a token is computed by the P . In the
auction phase, the Ui shall make anonymous auction un-
der this token. Protocol system parameter establish-
ment: Let p and q are two large prime such that q|p− 1,
Zp = {0, 1, . . . , p − 1} be a addition group of modulo p,
be a multiplicative group of modulo p, Zq be a addition
group of modulo q; g ∈ Z∗p and the order is q, is a cy-
cle group generated by g, |G| stands for the set element
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Figure 3: C-C protocol - Sealed-bid auction phase

number of G; let H(·) be collision-resistant hash func-
tion with output value corresponding to Zq, HK(·) be
collision-resistant keyed hash function with output value
corresponding to Zq. The symbol “‖ ” is the concatenate
operator of strings; E1(·) and D1(·) are respectively sym-
metric encryption/decryption functions, E2(·) and D2(·)
are public-key encryption/decryption functions, respec-
tively. The Ui(1 ≤ i ≤ m) chooses a secret key Xi from
Zq and the corresponding public key Xi = gx mod p, is
the Ui’s identity; the P chooses a secret key y from Zq and
the corresponding public key Y = gy mod p. The P has
the additional public encryption key pubb and decryption
key secp. Public key Xi and Y are verified via certificate
center (and electronic certification as well). The initiation
phase process is illustrated in the following Figure 4:

1) At first, the Ui performs the following jobs:

a. Choosing a random number a ∈ Zq and obtain
a timestamp T , computing t = H(T‖a), Ki =
Y xit mod p and C = E2pubp(T‖a‖a‖IDi‖Ki);

b. Sending C to P .

2) After P receives C, the P performs the following jobs:

a. Decrypting D2secp(C) = (T‖a‖a‖IDi‖Ki);

b. Checking if T and IDi are legal user and times-
tamp. If they are legal, continue to compute
t = H(T‖a) and verify Xyt

i = Ki mod p ; if
not equal, stop performing; otherwise, the value
that P gets from is (T, a, IDi, Ki) correct, con-
tinue performing;

c. Computing Pi = H(IDi‖t) and MAC =
HKi(IDi‖IDp‖Pi), where Pi is the token of the
bidder in replacement of its identity in the auc-
tion phase;

d. Sending MAC to Ui and saving (IDi, Pi,Ki) in
the database.

3) After Ui receives MAC, the Ui performs the following
jobs:

a. Computing Pi = H(IDi‖t);

b. Verifying MAC = HKi(ID)i‖IDp‖Pi); if not
equal, stop performing; otherwise, the value
that P gets from (Ki, IDi, Pi) is correct, con-
tinue performing.

4) At this moment, Ui and P share the session key Ki

and token Pi.

3.2 Anonymous English and Dutch Auc-
tion Phase

The auction mode of English and Dutch auction is almost
similar. Let’s take English auction as example. Each
bidder uses the session key Ki and token Pi to bid. There
are three steps performed in English auction and Figure 5
shows the process of anonymous English auction phase.

1) The Ui performs the following jobs:

a. Choosing a bidding price B and timestamp T ,
computing W = HKi

(B‖T‖Pi);

b. Sending (B, T , Pi, W ) to P .

2) After P receives (B, T , Pi, W ), the P performs the
following jobs:
Using Pi as index key value, searching for the record
(IDi, Pi, Ki) in the database, verifying W =
HKi(B‖T‖Pi); if not equal, regarding as nullity bid;
otherwise, such bid and bidding price are legal.

3) When a bidder reaches the auctioneer’s limit of time
and condition, the auctioneer will end the auction
activity and perform the following jobs:

a. Announcing the bid-winning price;

b. Announcing name of the bid winner as IDi.

3.3 Anonymous Sealed-Bid Auction
Phase

When sealed-bid auction begins, all bidders use the Ki

and Pi to bid. There are three steps performed in a sealed-
bid auction and Figure 6 shows the process of anonymous
sealed-bid auction phase.

1) The Ui performs the following jobs:

a. Choosing a bidding price B and timestamp
T , computing F = E1Ki(B| T ) and W =
HKi(B| T‖Pi);

b. Sending (Pi, F , W ) to P .

2) After receiving (Pi, F4, W ), the P performs the fol-
lowing jobs:

a. Using Pi as index key value, searching for the
record (IDi, Pi, Ki) in the database.

b. Decrypting B‖T = D1Ki(F ), verifying W =
HKi(B‖T‖Pi); if not equal, regarding as nullity
bid; otherwise, such bid and bidding price are
legal.
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Figure 4: Initiation phase

3) When a bidder reaches the auctioneer’s limit of time
and condition, the auctioneer will end the auction
activity and perform the following jobs:

a. Announcing the bid-winning price;
b. Announcing name of the bid winner as IDi.

Figure 5: Anonymous English auction phase

Figure 6: Anonymous sealed-bid auction phase

4 Protocol Analyzes

In this section, we will analyze the security and efficiency
of our protocol.

4.1 Efficiency Analyzes

In the following Table 1, we will analyze our protocol and
C-C protocol based on three factors: the number of com-
munication, communication cost and exponential compu-
tation in the initiation phase and auction phase. Suppose
in the public-key cryptosystems, the secret level that sets
up the bit size of modulo n and p are 1024 bits (|n| = 1024,
|p| = 1024), the bit size of modulo q is 160 bits (|q| = 160);
the public-key encryption function |E2pubp(·)| is 1248 bits
(|E2pubp(·)| = 1248); —IDi—, |B| and |T | are 32 bits;
|Pi| and |AIDUi | are 160 bits; the collision-free one way
hash function H(·) and HK(·) produces string of 160 bits
(|H(·)| = |Hk(·)| = 160). As the computation cost of
exponential operator is greater the computation cost of
the hash function and symmetric cryptosystems, we will
neglect the two items in our analysis.

From the Table 1, we know that in our protocol, the
session key Ki is determined by the Ui and not gener-
ated by the mutual negotiation of Ui and P . Therefore,
it reduces the number of communication and computa-
tion cost in the negotiation via session key. The bidder
Ui only sends the ciphertext C to the auctioneer to com-
plete session key verification and authentication, so the
number of communication and the cost of computation
we need are reduced. As the P stores (IDi, Pi, Ki) in the
database in the initiation phase, the Ui only needs to use
an operator of hash function and symmetric cryptosystem
in the auction phase, the P can verify the legality of bid
list according to the information of its database.

4.2 Security Analysis

This section goes further steps to prove the security of our
protocol based on Gap Diffie-Hellman (GDH) assump-
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Table 1: Efficiency analyzes

Protocols C-C Protocol Our Protocol
U — P U — P

Communication Number 3 2
Initiation Phase Communication Cost (Bits) 4800 1480

Exponential Computational 4 — 4 2 — 2
English and Dutch Communication Cost (Bits) 1480 384

Auction Phase Exponential Computational 1 — 1 0 — 0
Sealed-bid Communication Cost (Bits) 1280 384

Auction Phase Exponential Computational 1 — 1 0 — 0

tion, Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) assumption
and Decision Diffie-Hellman (DDH) assumption. The
following gives a brief description for CDH, GDH, and
DDH together with examples, for further details, please
refer [6, 8, 9, 11].

Suppose G is a multiplicative group, the order of which
is a large prime q; g ∈ G and g could generate the mul-
tiplicative group G. The CDH problem as follows: ran-
domly chooses two large numbers X and Y from G, finds
Z = gxy ∈ G, where x = logX

g and y = logY
g . The

CDH assumption implies that CDH problem is hard to
solve. Namely, the probability of solving CDH prob-
lem is negligible. An example will help to describe it.
Let p = 227, q = 113 and g = 3 be system param-
eters. Then G = {gi mod p|i = 1, 2, . . . , q}. Assume
that x = 23 and y = 31. The quantities X and Y are:
X = gx mod p = 323 mod 227 = 7, Y = gy mod p =
331 mod 227 = 73. The CDH assumption states that
only given X, Y , and system parameters (g, p, q), it is
hard to compute Z = gxy mod p. In the example above
Z = gxy mod p = 323∗31 mod 227 = 11.

Other parameters of CDH and DDH problem are sim-
ilar as follows: As G chooses randomly three large num-
bers X, Y and Z, we check whether z is equal to xy
modulo q(z?

=xy mod q), where x = logx
g , y = logY

g and
z = logZ

g . Namely, given three random numbers X = 7,
Y = 73 and Z = 11, together with system parameters (g,
p, q); DDH assumption requires that it is hard to deter-
mine whether (log7

3 mod227) (log73
3 mod227) is equal to

(log11
3 mod227) mod 113. In the above, the tuple (X, Y ,

Z) is called a valid Diffie-Hellman tuple if z = xy mod q.

Parameters are similar to CDH and DDH problems.
GDH problem states that: given the DDH oracle solve
CDH problem, where DDH oracle is a deterministic al-
gorithm answers whether a given tuple (X, Y , Z) is a
valid Diffie-Hellman tuple. Again let an example illus-
trate GDH problem. Given a pair (X, Y ), a DDH oracle
and system parameters (g, p, q), we want to compute the
quantity Z = gxy mod p (the quantities of x and y are
unknown). While solving the quantity Z = gxy mod p,
a DDH is available to answer whether (X ′, Y ′, Z ′) is a
valid Diffie-Hellman tuple. The GDH assumption implies
that CDH problem (finding Z = gxy mod p) is hard to

solve, despite the assistance of DDH oracle. The assump-
tion seems strange, because by asking DDH oracle at most
q − 2 times we obtain the answer. However, in practical
implementation q is as large as 2160. Group G contains q
elements make exhaustive search infeasible.

The information about bidder (name, account num-
ber, address, etc.) does not expose either in the initi-
ation phase or auction phase. An adversary collects no
information to identify any bidder. Thus the proposed
auction protocol provides anonymous auction to bidders.
However, another threat to bidders is possible. An adver-
sary may impersonate another bidder to join the initiation
phase. After successful experiment in initiation phase, the
adversary then can impersonate the victim bidder to bid
in any auction phase. The victim bidder may suffer from
this result. Theorem 1 proves that the proposed protocol
is secure against the attack of impersonation.

Theorem 1. Suppose that the auctioneer P faithfully
executes the registration protocol in Figure 4, and E2(·)
and D2(·) are secure encryption/decryption function. If
an adversary is able to impersonate bidder Ui with non-
negligible probability, then CDH problem is also solved
with non-negligible probability.

Proof. Suppose g generate G ⊂ Z∗p . We choose two ran-
dom elements Xi and Y from the multiplicative group G.
Given Xi and Y , our goal is to solve the GDH problem,
that means we can find out Z = gxiy ∈ G. Suppose the
bidder Ui’s public key be Xi, the auctioneer P ’s public
key be Y . Publish public keys of Ui and P , and the pa-
rameters of multiplicative group G, that are Xi, Y , g, q
and p. Let the AnsDDH(·) be DDH oracle.

The auctioneer P definitely doesn’t know the discrete
logarithm value of public key Y , however, via the reply of
AnsDDH(·), the P still guesses if the initiation informa-
tion is correct or not, the process is as follows:

1) Receiving C;

2) Decrypting D2secp(C) = (T‖a‖IDi‖Ki);

3) Computing t = H(T‖a);

4) Computing Z = (Ki)1/t mod p;
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5) AnsDDH(Xi, Y, Z).

If AnsDDH(·) says Yes, that means Z = gxy mod p, the
auctioneer P accepts the initiation information. Saying
No means the auctioneer P refuses the initiation infor-
mation. If an adversary is able to impersonate bidder Ui

with non-negligible probability, that means the adversary
can compute Z = gxy mod p with non-negligible proba-
bility. The result contradicts to the GDH assumption,
thus completes the proof, by this disproof, the security of
the protocol is equal to GDH problem.

5 Conclusions

Our protocol can effectively achieve anonymous targets,
since no information useful to identify bidder is exposed in
either initiation or auction phases. Impersonation attack
could be another threat to any anonymous auction proto-
col. Based on the GDH assumption, Theorem 1 in Section
4.2 proves that the proposed auction protocol can with-
stand the impersonation attack. Regarding efficiency we
use lighter algorithm to reduce the communication and
computation costs: 30% and 50% of C-C protocol, re-
spectively. As a result, our protocol is applicable in real
situations.
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